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International Society of Biourbanism
Since 2011 the International Society of
Biourbanism has been established as an,
interdisciplinary community of scholars aimed at
giving a new epistemological frame to urban
studies.
The Society has members in Europe
(Italy UK The Netherlands Spain, ,  , ,
Belgium, Norway, Sweden, Greece), 
SAustralia, Russia, and U A.
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The ISB activity
 Service design for urban and social change by    
implementing biourbanism issues (Progetto Artena, 
Segni SEED Progetto LEPUS) ,  













 Public and university lectures, workshops, and 
participation in international conferences 
A t h l (R It l ) r ena summer sc oo ome, a y .
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Marco Casagrande (Helsinki/Taipei)  
OK but what is Biourbanism?, …   
The first definition of the term “biourbanism” has been given in
2010 by the philosopher and psychologist Stefano Serafini (ISB),
the bio-statistician and expert in complexity theory Alessandro
Giuliani (Italian NIH), the architects Antonio Caperna and Alessia
Cerqua (Roma Tre University), and the mathematician and urban
theorist Nikos A. Salingaros (University of Texas at San Antonio).
See: www.biourbanism.org/biourbanism-definition/
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Biourbanism means considering the city as a living
organism, and study it within the frame of Integrated
Systems Sciences and the last advancements of
Life Sciences, mainly:
 Laws of form and Self-organization in evolution 
(S. Kauffman, A. Lima-de-Faria)
 Epigenetics
 Systems Biology
 Constructal Law (A. Bejan)
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Different Authors
have already
considered the city 
to be like an
organism at the 
beginning of the 
20th century e g , . . 
the biologist and 
urbanist
Patrick Geddes
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Nevertheless the concept of organism was strongly
biased by a functionalist view , making it very close to a 
himac ne.
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Wh t h t t ll h d i th l t t t i ta as o a y c ange n e as  wen y years s no
urbanism only, but rather the very concept of what an
“organism” is .
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We are not dealing with a kind of
INTELLIGENT DESIGN vs LUCKY SCRIBBLE
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th d li ithra er we are ea ng w
LAWS OF FORM vs SELECTIONISM
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A substantial difference, as
First opposition occurs among two
metaphysical programs, which are 
equivalent from an epistemological point of
view;
Second one accurs among a nomological-
empirical view and a historical one about,   
Life Sciences.
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 The so called Intelligent Design is a cultural reaction
against Evolution’s invasiveness in metaphysics and
theodicy.
 It’s not science, whatever some Authors belonging to
such a movement can say.
 Nevertheless, it has an intellectual dignity.
 It belongs to a “biblical/darwinian horizon”.
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• The LUCKY SCRIBBLE (Life by chance and necessity –
Ch. Darwin, J. Monod) is a cultural reaction against
Religion’s invasiveness in science and cosmology.
• It’s not science, whatever some Authors belonging to
such a movement can say.
N th l it h i t ll t l di it• ever e ess, as an n e ec ua gn y.
• It belongs to a “biblical/darwinian horizon”.
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Darwin or Bible? 
More a common horizon than a radical opposition
 Darwin admittedly got inspired by reverend Malthus,
who believed God to use hunger and diseases to
prod humankind evolution.
 In the place of such a coruscating deity, Darwin put
Natural Selection.
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Genesis 1, 1-27
Composed probably during the 5th century BC, when naturalistic
pre-socratic philosophy was flourishing in Ionia, not so far away
from Middle-East coasts.
I th b i i G d t d thn e eg nn ng o crea e e 
heaven and the earth,
then plants, then acquatic animals,
then birds, then other more complex
animals and finally man,  .
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The Osaka Group for the Study of Dynamical Structures
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Wings appear suddenly in genera and species with no
di t ti l ti hi t b t bi d i trec gene c re a ons p - p erosaur, a , r , nsec ,
flying fish – according to a biological periodicity of forms,
i th M d l t bl f l tas n e en e eev a e o e emen s.
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The spandrels of
S Man arco
Examples of “free-rider” characters 
(“spandrels”)
 Insects’ wings
Bacterial digestion of sugars
Noise of heart beat
…they are everywhere!
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Forms and functions of genetically-not-
fcorrelated organisms ollow identical
patterns.
Such patterns are the result of natural
laws and show up earlier than the gene, .
Here they are, “constraints”.
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Wh i h i ?y p gs ave no w ngs
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The old «central dogma» of molecular
biology:
RNA PROTEINS
DNA U n i v o c a l     a n d      l i n e a r      d i r e c t i o n
has just stop working
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P H I S I C A L C O N S T R A I N T S  /  
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Other experimental questions
E d• vo- evo
• Epigenetics
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• Charles Darwin (1809-1882): Gradual and linear selection of adaptive
characters
background: NEWTON MECHANICS (linear dynamics of bodies)
• Julian Huxley (1887-1975): Neodarwinism or Modern Synthesis, selection
by recombination of mendelian characters
background: STATISTICAL MECHANICS (Boltzman’s dynamics of gases)    
• René Thom (1923-2002): Epigenomics Systems Biology Laws of Form, ,
background: PHYSICS OF COMPLEXITY (non-linear dynamics of
complex systems)
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Catastrophes and fractals matter for designers
"The great merit (and the big scandal!) of the theory of
t t h i th t it i ibl t dca as rop es was say ng a s poss e o pro uce a
theory about events and forms of the world, regardless
f th b t t th t f t i l” (R Th 1993)o e su s ra e, e na ure o ma er a . om,
THE RETURN OF THE LAWS OF FORM
In addition (and often substitution of) to natural selection mathematical and 
physical and chemical laws explain the spontaneous self-organization 
and emergence of optimal form and functions in nature
The Fibonacci patterns is 
ubiquitous in nature. It can be 
found in galaxies , seashells, 
magnetized droplets in a 
viscous medium, florets 
organization in plants.
Sunflower beams spirals 
(clockwise versus 
counterclockwise) are 
typically Fibonacci numbers   
(21 and 34 respectively) .
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the same scaling law 
is observed over 27 
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The Constructal Law
The constructal law puts forth the idea that the generation of design 
(configuration pattern geometry) in nature is a physical phenomenon, ,        
underlying all animated and not animated systems. The constructal law has 
been expressed by professor Adrian Bejan in 1996 as follows: 
"For a finite-size system to persist in time (to live), it must evolve in such 
a way that it provides easier access to the imposed currents that flow 
through it” 











Attributes of Biophilic Design
Fundamental natural forms 
(biomimetic models, fractals, natural 
progressions of scale rhythm  , , 
proportion, repetition, symmetry, 
gradients)
Siena. Aerial view
Local natural materials (connect 
the site to the building and interior 
spaces)
Lucignano. Aerial view
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This means:
1) addressing cities as real structures with relevant
intentionality towards life – an issue already addressed in 
philosophical terms by Biopolitics (M Foucault). .
2) shifting from the old linear paradigm to the complexity
one (E. Morin).
3) Putting the human body at the center of social relations  
(no functionalism, no aesthetics, no interfaces).
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1. addressing cities as real structures with
relevant intentionality to life
 Cities are not just environment they have a structure,
 Such a structure is not neutral It affects social.
interactions, feeds back city’s identity and
metabolism, and responds to physical laws.
 Structure is physical, but it has cultural effects, and
cultural causes. It’s at the intersection of human
nature.
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2. shifting from the old linear paradigm to
the complexity one 
«The reform in thinking is a key anthropological and 
historical problem . 
This implies a mental revolution of considerably greater 
proportions than the Copernican revolution.
Never before in the history of humanity have the 
responsibilities of thinking weighed so crushingly on us.» 
(E. Morin) 
A complex system involves a
number of elements,
arranged in structure(s)
which can exist on many
scales.
These go through processes
of change that are
not describable by a single
rule nor are reducible to
only one level of
explanation,
these levels often include
features whose emergence
cannot be predicted from their
current specifications.
Common Principles of Complex Systems
 Scalable elements
 Nonlinear interactions among components   





 evolution and learning
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Every complex system has a 
hierarchical structure; i.e., different 
processes are occurring on different 
scales or levels. Connections exist both 
on the same levels, and across levels 
(Mesarovic, Macko et al., 1970). 
The same is true for a pattern 
language. The "language" generates a 
connective network by which the 
ordering of nodes on one level creates 
Drawing an analogy with biological 
systems the system works
nodes at a higher level. This process 
goes on all the way up, and all the way 
down in levels.,    
because of the connections 
between subsystems (Passioura, 
1979)
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…. the emergence of scaling laws in an 
inanimate (geo physical) flow system is -     
analogous to the emergence of 
allometric laws in an animate (biological) 
fl tow sys em.
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 Existence of scale constants
 hierarchy
 fractal qualities of structures
 we can find them in our cerebral functions language       , , 
biological structures, and in the “inanimate” world
 link between physics, biology and psychology     
 link human species to other species
Scaling coherence is a fundamental component of structural 
morphology in both inanimate and living forms, and is found in most 
of world architectures  
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3. putting the human body 
at the center of social (built) relations     
 Why do many buildings from the past follow formal “bio”-laws?
Wh f b il f d l l bi l i l at types o  u t orms correspon  more c ose y to o og ca  
prototypes?
 Why human beings like and feel comfortable with these types of 
forms?
 Are human beings naturally predisposed to built such types of forms?
 Is it worthwhile mimicking biological forms in what we build?
 Wh d li ht d h h i l i l b fit f here e g  an  psyc o-p ys o og ca  ene s come rom, w en we 
face an environment capturing the essence of a biological structure?
 How some artificial forms can “contradict” biological forms, and harm 
life? 
 Do we really understand biological structure well enough to mimic 
anything other than its superficial appearance?
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Body as reality connection
B d i NOT i t fo y s  an n er ace.
It has evolved as a complex sensorial system, that among others 
responds to natural geometries of fractals, colors, scaling, 
symmetries
Fine-tuned to detect pathologies of our body, signed by departure from 
natural geometries
Human beings require contact with the geometry of biological 
structure
Social and mental health deteriorates in nature-less surroundings
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The Cartesian method: 
reduction and analysis
(Descartes, 1637).
anal sing comple things intoy  x   
simple constituents (its parts)
Understanding a system in terms      
of its isolated parts
Phenomena can be reduced to 
simple cause & effect relationships 
governed by linear laws
relationships are irrelevant  
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Mind and matter as 
separated substances
Mind and matter considered 
as independent and 
separated, like form and 
function, sign and meaning, 
medium and message.
(Descartes, 1642; Heidegger, 1962; 
Fuenmayor, 1985).
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CARTESIAN ONTOLOGICAL "MIND-MATTER" DUALISM 
Atoms
“I” and “value” out of our picture of the world
World as mechanism explained by science
DISCONNECTION
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Neural Correlates of Beauty
Kawabata Hideaki and Semir Zeki Neural correlates of beauty J,   .    . 
Neurophysiol 91: 1699–1705, 2004; 10.1152/jn.00696.2003. We have
used the technique of functional MRI to address the question of whether there 
are brain areas that are specifically engaged when subjects view paintings that            
they consider to be beautiful, regardless of the category of painting (that is 
whether it is a portrait, a landscape, a still life, or an abstract composition). Prior 
to scanning each subject viewed a large number of paintings and classified them ,            
into beautiful, neutral, or ugly. They then viewed the same paintings in the 
scanner. The results show that the perception of different categories of paintings
are associated with distinct and specialized visual areas of the brain, that the             
orbito-frontal cortex is differentially engaged during the perception of beautiful 
and ugly stimuli, regardless of the category of painting, and that the perception of 
stimuli as beautiful or ugly mobilizes the motor cortex differentially.
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RESEARCH
Stress (Ulrich, 1993)
heart rate, blood pressure, relax 
muscle tension, increase alpha 
waves that associated with 
relaxation. (Ulrich et al., 1991)
 immune system functioning 
(Parsons, 1991)
 anxiety, fear, anger, aggression and 
increased feelings of well begin are 
common responses to natural    
settings (Ulrich, 1979, Hartig, Mang, 
& Evans, 1991)
 Interaction in natural environments    
also increase problem solving, 
creativity, capacity to concentrate 
d f (Ul i h 1993 K t h &an  ocus r c , , a c er  
Wilkins, 1993)
Neuroesthetics is an attempt to 
combine neurological research with 
Neuroestheticsaesthetics by investigating the 
experience of beauty and appreciation 
of art on the level of brain functions 
and mental states.
Aesthetic experience and mirror neurons - motion, emotion 
and empathy 
David Freedberg (Art History, Columbia Univ.) and Vittorio Gallese
(Neuroscience Univ of Parma) offer an interesting perspective on, .        
the relationships between mirror neurons activation and art fruition. 
Aesthetic experience triggers embodied mechanisms 
encompassing the simulation of actions, emotions and 
bodily sensation. 
These mechanisms seems to be universal     . 
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Goya. 
Que hay que hacer mas?
Empathy for pain. 
The viewing of images of punctured or damaged body parts activates part 
of the same net ork of brain centers that are normall acti ated b   w       y v  y 
our own sensation of pain, accounting for the feeling of physical 
sensation and corresponding shock upon observation of pressure or 
damage to the skin and limbs of others. 
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Contemporary has increased the 
emphasis on visualization….
…. Western Society is visually 
marked (Classen 1998). 
We think of architecture as a profession concerned        
with aesthetic beauty—designs that please the 
observer through visual perception of the harmony, 
symmetry and good proportions crafted by the,       
designer. 








urban-dwellers suffer from 
higher rates of schizophrenia, 
depression and other mental 
health problems, compared to 
people who live in quieter 
places. 
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Researches show that people 
who were brought up in cities had 
higher levels of activity in a region 
of the brain called the perigenual
anterior cingulate cortex (pACC)  , 
which regulates the amygdala
In people and animals, 
hyperactivity in the amygdala has    
been linked to anxiety problems 
and other mental health disorders
Human brain in the coronal orientation. 
Amygdala is shown in dark red. 
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So, what is sustainability?
Design must deal with energy- and 
environment-saving technical solutions, 
but also with functional and restorative 
connections to the human 
neurophysiological system. 
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Psychology, medicine, and pedagogy show how space 
design can nurture or damage our well-being      .
HEALING PLACES (Jackson)  
EVIDENCE BASED DESIGN (Ulrich)   
BIOPHILIA (Wilson Kaplan) ,  
MIMESIS (Plato Girard Winnicott) , , 
FIFTEEN PROPERTIES (Al d )  exan er
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1. LEVELS OF SCALE 
2. STRONG CENTERS 
3 BOUNDARIES.
4. ALTERNATING REPETITION 
5. POSITIVE SPACE
6 GOOD SHAPE.  
7. LOCAL SYMMETRIES 






14. SIMPLICITY AND INNER CALM     
15. NON-SEPARATENESS
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LEVELS OF SCALE   
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Y Y Mb = 0
where M is the mass, Y is a variable such as metabolic rate or life span, Y0
is a normalization constant, and b is a scaling exponent.
West, Brown and Enquist. The fourth dimension of life: Fractal geometry and allometric scaling of organisms”, 1999
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the same 
scaling law is   
observed over 
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Y = Y0 Mb
where Y is a variable such as metabolic rate or life span, Y0 is a normalization constant, and b is a scaling 
exponent.
- This equation happen in fractal structure 
- this law are ubiquitous in nature. 
existence of processes that are repeated across scales of analysis-            
- pervade neural, behavioral and linguistic activities 
(1) “Scaling laws in cognitive sciences” Kello C T Brown G D A Ferrer i Cancho R     , , . ., , . . ., - - , ., 
Holden, G., Linkenkaer-Hansen, K., Rhodes, T. & Van Orden, G. C., 2010
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What does this mean?   
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 F t l lik t k ff ti l d lif ith dditi l f thrac a - e ne wor s e ec ve y en ow e w  an a ona  our  
spatial dimension
 The quarter-power scaling law is pervasive in biology
 Organisms have evolved hierarchical
Natural selection has tended to maximize both metabolic capacity, by 
maximizing the scaling of exchange surface areas, and internal efficiency, 
by minimizing the scaling of transport distances and times        
 These design principles are independent of detailed dynamics and 
explicit models and should apply to virtually all organisms        
Source:
The Fourth Dimension of Life: Fractal Geometry and Allometric Scaling of Organisms, Geoffrey B. 
West, James H. Brown, Brian J. Enquist
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“In biological systems, scaling laws can reflect adaptive 
processes of various types and are often linked to complex         
systems poised near critical points. 
The same is true for perception, memory, language and 
other cognitive phenomena.
Findings of scaling laws in cognitive science are indicative of 
scaling invariance in cognitive mechanisms and multiplicative 
interactions among interdependent components of cognition”
SOURCE
Scaling laws in cognitive sciences, Kello, C. T., Brown, G. D. A., Ferrer-i-Cancho, R., Holden, G., Linkenkaer-
Hansen, K., Rhodes, T. & Van Orden, G. C., 2010
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The above rules can help us
 comfortable (psychological, neurophysiologically)
 beautiful (aesthetically and harmonically)  
 highly connected
 support the life   
 deep sustainability
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Al d f thexan er propose or e 
scaling factor k somewhere 
between 2 and 3   
"The small scale is connected to the 
large scale through a hierarchy of 
intermediate scales with scaling factor 
roughly equal to e = 2.7“
(Salingaros, Journal of Architectural and Planning 
Research, volume 15 (1998), pages 283-293)
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POSITIVE SPACE 
In coherent systems every bit of space is coherent, well 
shaped; and the space between coherent bits of space are          
also coherent and well-shaped. 
Positive space in the cell     
structure of wood issue
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POSITIVE SPACE 
People feel comfortable in spaces which are "Positive" and 
use these spaces;   
people feel relatively uncomfortable in spaces which are 
"negative" and such spaces tend to remain unused.
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An outdoor space is positive when
 it has a distinct and definite shape
 it h b h d th ti b l as een s ape  over e me y peop e 
 it has therefore taken a definite, cared for shape with meaning and 
purpose
 Every bit of space is very intensely useful
 There is NO leftover waste space which in not useful
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POSITIVE SPACE
Camillo Sitte in City,   
Planning According to 
Artistic Principles shows 
that the successful 
spaces - those which 
are greatly used and 
enjoyed - have two 
properties:
- partly enclosed; 
- they are open to one 
another, so that each 
one leads into the 
next. 
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POSITIVE SPACE
partly enclosed 
Transform this . . . . . . to this.
And when an existing open space 
is too enclosed, it may be possible 
to break a hole through the 
building to open the space up.
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POSITIVE SPACE 
enclosure goes back to our most primitive instincts
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fractals in typical 
Ethi i ill
MORPHOGENETIC  PROCESS
op an v age 
architecture
organisms computer… ,  
programs, buildings, 
neighbourhoods, and cities 
h th ls are e same genera  
rules governing a complex 
hierarchical system. 
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Thank you for your
attention!
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